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Gallimard Jeunesse
Children's Books

30 choses à ne surtout
pas faire avec les animaux !

Children's Books

30 THINGS YOU
ABSOLUTELY
SHOULDN’T DO
WITH ANIMALS!
Samir Senoussi
Henri Fellner (illustrator)
A hilarious lesson in how to
behave given by a grandfather
to his grandson!

Have you ever roused a lion from an afternoon nap, painted
an elephant pink, or jumped rope with a snake? No? Then
don’t even try! Or else… Join Moussa, his grandfather and
a motley collection of animals to find out how not to behave!

FIND OUT MORE
> 3,300 copies sold in France
9782075098007 | 2020 | 56 pages
21x24 cm | 13.90 €

La traversée des animaux

ANIMAL
CROSSING

Led by the bear, the motley crew (which includes three wolves, a penguin, a gazelle, a porcupine, an owl, a crocodile,
and a hyena) trudge, slither, and flap their way through
the snow until… they become what they once were: wild
animals.
Giboulées | 9782075116817 | 2020
32 pages | 25,5x32 cm | 19.50 €

Vincent Cuvellier
Brice Postma Uzel
(ILLUSTRATOR)
In the middle of winter,
sixteen animals escape
from Moscow zoo.
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Gallimard Jeunesse
I Learn English with Bill
Children's Books

Abeilles et vers de terre

BEES AND
EARTHWORMS

Children's Books

What is the connection between bees and earthworms?
One flies through the air while the other slithers through
the soil. One gathers pollen while the other does...
something or other underground. Because both are essential to the natural balance, to biodiversity, to our own
survival. Find out more about them in order to protect them
better. They are our future.

Florence Thinard
Benjamin Flow
(ILLUSTRATOR)
Why does the natural balance
depend on their survival?

9782075138161 | 2020 | 44 pages
23x29 cm | 16.00 €

Bill aime les voyages

BILL LOVES
TO TRAVEL
Bill travels by train and in a hot-air balloon, he drives his
car, rides his bike and his motorcycle, crosses the ocean
in a submarine, and flies in a helicopter, but he also travels
by boat, by truck, and by bus! And he knows how to say all
of that in English!

RIGHTS SOLD

Alex Sanders
Pierrick Bisinski

Published in 5 languages:
Catalan, Italian, Korean, Luxembourgish, Spanish
Giboulées | 9782075126038 | 2019
24 pages | 18x18 cm | 10.50 €

The perfect series
to introduce little ones to
the language of Shakespeare!
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Bonnie and Mortimer
Children's Books

Little Scamp

Bonnie et Mortimer (Tome 2) :
Cauchemar en cantine

Children's Books

BONNIE AND
MORTIMER
(BOOK 2)

NIGHTMARE IN THE KITCHEN
Agnès Cathala
Clément Devaux
(illustrator)
The dazzling duo embark
on another crazy adventure!

How strange! The food at the Jules-Berry Junior School has
been unusually good for weeks. It's highly suspicious! So
Bonnie, nicknamed "Jaws" because of her metal braces,
and Mortimer, "The Gourd with the Glasses," decide
to investigate. No doubt the curious case of the kitchen
cupboards will prove to be the plat de résistance of their
journal, Berryscope! Each chapter is told by one of the main
characters and there is a game at the end of the book.
9782075125246 | 2020 | 48 pages
12,7x19 cm | 6.60 €

Camille Chincholle
An eco-friendly early
reading series.

C'est maman, petit coquin !

CHEEKY
KIDS AND THEIR
MOMMIES!
Baby lion loves being cuddled by its mommy. Do you know
how to give a lion-sized cuddle? Open your arms and
squeeeeeze! Baby zebra thinks its mommy is the fastest
animal on earth! See if you can count her stripes as she
runs: 1, 2, 3, whoosh! Well done, baby zebra! A playful text
for young children, allowing them to interact with the book
as they lift the flaps and feel the soft felt-covered pages.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Italian

FIND OUT MORE
> 63,600 copies sold in France for the whole series
9782075138123 | 2020 | 10 pages
17x17 cm | 9.90 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Émile
Literature & Fiction

Piano Books
Émile est invisible

ÉMILE
IS INVISIBLE

Children's Books

That's it, Émile has decided: today, he's going to be invisible.
After lunch, no one will be able to see him anymore. Why
after lunch? Because his mom is cooking chicory. Chicory!?
Yuck! Anyway, Émile has always wanted to be invisible, so...
Émile's impulses always create comical situations that will
be familiar to every parent.

Vincent Cuvellier
Ronan Badel
(ILLUSTRATOR)
Émile is not just stubborn…
he is really, really stubborn!

Giboulées | 9782070644254 | 2012
28 pages | 17x20 cm | 6.00 €

GREAT TUNES
ON THE PIANO
No need to know the notes or even have a piano! Just press
a key, see it light up, and hear all your favorite tunes: Beethoven's "Ode to Joy," Ravel's "Bolero," Schubert's "Trout,"
Vivaldi's "Spring," Mozart's "Turkish Rondo," Brahms's
"Lullaby"... Press another button and you can invent your
own melodies!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 7 languages: simplified Chinese, Hungarian,
Korean, Romanian, Spanish…

Je joue mes grands airs au piano

9782075138659 | 2020 | 20 pages
24,6x25,6 cm | 17.90 €

Marion Billet
(ILLUSTRATOR)
Two books for children
to play their favorite tunes
on the piano.
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Gallimard Jeunesse
First Musical Discoveries
Children's Books

Pour toi, le confinement
c'était comment ?

Children's Books

HOW WAS
LOCKDOWN
FOR YOU?
Arnaud Alméras
Robin (illustrator)
24 touching and amusing
stories to illustrate a child’s
view of lockdown.

Lockdown provided some extraordinary moments, some of
them difficult, some of them fun. Difficult when the parents
were very worried, when we felt all alone and bored. But it
was fun to do DIY with dad and yoga with mom and to cook
with big brother! But what was even better was making
wonderful plans together for life after lockdown.
Giboulées | 9782075150187 | 2020
36 pages | 21x23,5 cm | 9.90 €

Je découvre l'orchestre

I DISCOVER
THE ORCHESTRA
Discover the different sections of the orchestra—strings,
winds, brass, and percussion—and learn to recognize the
different instruments. Press a button to hear each one tune
up and play a well-known melody.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 8 languages: complex Chinese, German,
Greek, Korean, Spanish…

Charlotte Roederer
(illustrator)
Four titles featuring 6 musical
sequences each.

FIND OUT MORE
> 10,000 copies sold in France
> 34,000 copies sold worldwide
15,000 copies sold in Germany
9782075138635 | 2020 | 14 pages
16,5x16,5 cm | 10.00 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Lucretia's World
Children's Books

Le monde de Lucrèce (Tome 5)

LUCRETIA'S
WORLD (BOOK 5)

Children's Books

Moi aussi

ME TOO
On vacation by the sea, Ninon wants to do everything like
her big brother: collect wood, help prepare meals, climb
rocks, ride bikes… But everyone keeps telling her she’s
too little! With a little imagination, Ninon shows that she
too can do great things.

Scarlett has run away, Mommy has turned into a teenager,
and a surprise guest has arrived at the house. Life is never
dull for Lucretia! And that's not all: she's looking forward
to a dream weekend with her friends horseriding, taking
a boat trip, and generally having fun. Lucretia is ready for
adventure!

9782075145985 | 2020 | 28 pages
20x24 cm | 12.00 €

RIGHTS SOLD

Anne Goscinny
Catel (ILLUSTRATOR)
A series created by
the daughter of René
Goscinny, bestselling
author of Little Nick.

Published in 2 languages: Italian, Polish
9782075136839 | 2020 | 192 pages
14,5x21 cm | 12.50 €

Chloé Alméras
For little ones who can't wait
to grow up, with an original
message on the importance
of artistic and creative activity.
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Shaker Monster
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Mr Tan
Mathilde Domecq
(ILLUSTRATOR)
Jumanji meets
Pokemon, from the creator
of Mortelle Adèle!

Large Format Sound Books
Shaker monster

MONSTER
SHAKER
(BOOK 1)
Like all good brothers and sisters, Justin and Gwen spend
their time squabbling. But their lives are turned upside
down when Justin finds a magical toy in a box of old things
that belonged to his grandfather. It's a Shaker Monster:
drop anything inside it and shake it, and a little monster
appears. Before long, the children's house has become a
battlefield and they must join forces to get all the monsters
back in the Shaker! Mathilde Domecq and Mr. Tan create
a zany universe with a rich gallery of creatures, and a story
that has headlong pace and biting humor!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Spanish
Gallimard BD | 9782070663804 | 2016
64 pages | 20x26 cm | 11.90 €

Children's Books

Musique Maestro !

MUSIC,
MAESTRO!
With 12 colored images and 12 tunes to discover, this large
board book with push buttons for young children is the
perfect introduction to the music of the great composers:
from Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven to Vivaldi, Chopin,
Schumann, Bizet, Debussy, Fauré, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Saint-Saëns, and Rossini.

RIGHTS SOLD

Marion Billet (illustrator)

Published in 10 languages:
German, Dutch, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian…

FIND OUT MORE
The collection that introduces
little ones to great music!

> 11,500 copies sold in France
> 67,700 copies sold worldwide
20,000 copies sold in Germany
9782075109864 | 2019 | 12 pages
21,5x21,5 cm | 16.50 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Reynard the Fox
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Joann Sfar
Historical accuracy and
fantasy combine in this new
series of the adventures
of Reynard—notorious
scoundrel and infamous liar.

Children’s Psychology
La Chanson de Renart

REYNARD
THE FOX
(BOOK 1)
With his faithful friend the fox Isengrim, history's scapegoat
Reynard meets the mythical Merlin... and must save the
world from imminent catastrophe! Set in the south of
France, in a world of magic and mystery, where wizards
rub shoulders with Greek gods, this story is Joann Sfar's
unconventional homage to the classic medieval adventure
story.
Gallimard BD | 9782075134194 | 2020
56 pages | 23x31 cm | 16.00 €

Children's Books

Dire non !

SAY NO!
Learning when to say no makes you feel free. You can
behave like an adult. From learning autonomy to managing
emotions, this updated collection explores familiar situations and helps children to grow. Doctor Catherine Dolto
tackles the important questions in life with humor and tact.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 6 languages:
Italian, Greek, Korean, Polish, Romanian…
Giboulées | 9782075147880 | 2020
28 pages | 17x20,5 cm | 6.50 €

Catherine Dolto
Colline Faure-Poirée
Robin (illustrator)
Believe it or not, you must
know when to say no so that
you understand when
to say yes.
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Children's Books

Emmanuelle Kecir-Lepetit
LÉA MAUPETIT (ILLUSTRATOR)
A voyage of discovery among
the flowers of the garden.

Fleurs de saison

SEASONAL
FLOWERS
From one season to another, flowers bloom in succession
in the garden. Whether announcing springtime, basking
in the summer sun, marking cool fall weather, or offering
a flash of color in the winter, each flower is unique in its
shape, structure, color, and scent. Each variety has been
cultivated to evoke an emotion, tell a story, or transport us
to another country. Léa Maupetit's beautiful illustrations
reveal 37 different flowers and Emmanuelle Kecir-Lepetit's
vivid descriptions include dozens of stories about them.
9782075138192 | 2020 | 96 pages
13x25 cm | 16.00 €

Children's Books

Bonne nuit

SLEEP TIGHT
Outside, a cat is walking on a roof, a passing train is lighting
up the trees, a squirrel is returning to its nest, and an owl
is just getting up... What better way of drifting off to sleep
than to let your imagination take flight? Which is exactly
what this beautiful book makes happen as it takes sleepy
children from the comfort of their beds across the oceans
and up to the stars. Sweet dreams!
9782075146425 | 2020 | 40 pages
22,3x22,3 cm | 12.00 €

Kiko
A picture book guaranteed
to send little ones off to sleep.
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Lift & Discover
Neige

Art

SNOW

Children's Books

Espace : Qu'est-ce qu'une planète ?

SPACE

WHAT IS A PLANET?

Light glints off the snow-covered hills as the little fox
searches for his burrow. But the storm has wiped away
his footprints and the forest seems fast asleep. How will
he find his way home? Each pop-up spread presents a
delightful surprise: immaculate white, frosty blue, and
silver snow, and, in the shadow of delicate trees, the soft
fur of the forest’s inhabitants.

When we look at the night sky, we see stars, planets, and
comets floating in space... From time immemorial, astronomers have studied the universe—first with the naked
eye, then with the help of telescopes. Not so long ago, men
walked on the Moon, and today, astronauts circle the Earth
in a space station and robots explore the solar system.
A new non-fiction animated series for ages 3 to 6, with over
40 flaps to lift per title.

9782075125918 | 2019 | 10 pages
21,5x26,5 cm | 25.00 €

FIND OUT MORE

Elena Selena
A gentle stroll through
the snow in five beautiful
scenes created
by Elena Selena.

Christophe Chaffardon
Tom Goyon (ILLUSTRATOR)

> 47,000 copies sold for the whole series
9782075130820 | 2020 | 16 pages
18x26,5 cm | 9.90 €

What are Saturn's rings made
of? Who was the first person
to walk on the Moon?
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Bam
Children's Books

The Little Honey Bees
Sports

SPORTS

Children's Books

From Spyridon Louis, winner of the Marathon at the first
modern Olympics, in Athens in 1896, to long-jumper
Bob Beamon, with his incredible 29ft 2½in leap at the
1968 Games in Mexico City, Nadia Comaneci, the multitalented gymnast who won 5 medals, including 3 gold, at
the Montreal Games in 1976, and the swimmer Michael
Edgson, hero of the Paralympics in Seoul in 1988, this book
retraces the history of the modern Games.
Published in 7 languages :
English, Greek, Korean, Spanish, Serbian…

The amazing achievements
of the 40 greatest Olympic
athletes ever.

FIND OUT MORE

RIGHTS SOLD

Antoon Krings

> 5,000 copies sold in the UK
9782075135641 | 2020 | 96 pages
13,5x18,2 cm | 9.90 €

SWEET
LITTLE ROSE
Life isn't always a bed of roses—as Rose knows only too
well! Her friend Lily, who loves pollinating lilies, is constantly playing tricks on her. The fact that Rose looks exactly like
her drives Lily crazy! One day, she decides to pretend she's
Rose, and even Rose's boyfriend Harlequin, the butterfly, is
deceived. But finally, Lily is unmasked and goes back to her
lilies, while Rose makes up with Harlequin again.

RIGHTS SOLD

Jean-Michel Billioud
Gonoh (ILLUSTRATOR)

Rose, petite rose

Gentle and touching stories
focused on the smallest
inhabitants of the garden
—the tiny honey bees.

Published in 2 languages: Japanese, Romanian
Giboulées | 9782075140935 | 2020
28 pages | 19,5x19,5 cm | 6.20 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
My First Animated Picture Book
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Le Mangeur d'espoir

THE DEVOURER
OF DREAMS

Children's Books

Weird things are happening
in Montmartre… The place
is haunted by supernatural
creatures and evil spirits…

Gallimard BD | 9782075121514 | 2020
112 pages | 19x26 cm | 18.50 €

THE FOREST
What is the name of that beautiful tree in the forest? Why
do squirrels jump from branch to branch? Where do
mushrooms grow? Lift the flaps and turn the dials to reveal
all the secrets of the forest.

16-year-old Rachel lives with her mother, who suffers
from depression. According to the strange Doctor Stern,
her illness is caused by the Devourer of Dreams—a
devillish creature that penetrates the minds of its victims
and feeds on their fondest memories. To save her mother,
Rachel must go back in time and battle the monster... Part
Stephen King, part Hayao Miyazaki, this story crackles with
supernatural horrors.

Karim Friha

La Forêt

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 7 languages:
simplified Chinease, Czech, Italian, Japanese, Spanish…

FIND OUT MORE
> 160,000 copies sold in France for the whole series

Elsa Fouquier (ILLUSTRATOR)

9782075143813 | 2020 | 10 pages
18x18 cm | 8.90 €

A series designed to develop
children's language skills
and enrich their vocabulary.
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Sound Tales
Children's Books

Pyjamasques
Le livre de la jungle

THE JUNGLE
BOOK

Children's Books

Listen to little Mowgli laugh as he swings from tree to tree,
to Shere Khan the tiger growl, and to Baloo the bear sing.
Hear the crazy monkeys shriek, the hypnotic hissss of Kaa
the snake, and the triumphant song of Mowgli as he defeats
the evil Shere Kahn!

RIGHTS SOLD

Benjamin Chaud
(ILLUSTRATOR)
FÉLIX LE BARS (MUSIC)
The Jungle Book comes alive,
with sounds on every page.

Published in 5 languages:
Catalan, Greek, Hungarian, Spanish, Serbian

FIND OUT MORE
> 120,000 copies of the series sold in the world!
9782075121187 | 2019 | 24 pages
18,5x21 cm | 13.50 €

Romuald
Legend has it that children
are all connected to animal
totems that give them
magical powers.

La Légende des pyjamasques

THE LEGEND
OF THE
PYJAMASQUES
One day, the witch Sorceline captures all of the animal
totems to steal their powers. The children soon forget
about them and after a while they don't even dream about
them anymore. But one night, three of the totems escape,
vowing to return with "superheroes" to set all the others
free. Sorceline is furious and fires thunderbolts at them,
but they manage to reach Earth. There, they find three
children—neither the strongest nor the bravest, possibly
the clumsiest, but certainly the friendliest children—and
transform them into the Pyjamasques!
Giboulées | 9782070667666 | 2016
36 pages | 20,5x27 cm | 9.90 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
The Maple and the Cherry Tree
Young Adult

Les Chroniques de l'érable
et du cerisier (Tome 1) : Le masque de No

Unfolding Tales
Children's Books

THE MAPLE AND
THE CHERRY
TREE (BOOK 1)
THE NOH MASK
Camille Monceaux
Revenge, passion, and honor:
the first book in an epic
tetralogy following the destiny
of the young Ichiro.

An intense love story set in 17th-century Japan. Ichiro, an
abandoned child, is brought up by a reclusive former samurai, who teaches him the Way of the Sword. His solitary
life in the mountains follows the rhythm of the seasons
and alternates between carefree happiness and a strict
apprenticeship that demands courage and perseverance.
But one night, Ichiro's life is thrown into turmoil, and he
must turn his back on childhood to face the world and his
destiny.

RIGHTS SOLD

Philippe Lechermeier
Mylene Rigaudie
A classic story updated
for children to unfold and
read aloud again and again!

Le vilain petit canard

THE UGLY
DUCKLING
"Look!" cries one of the farm animals, "the ducklings
have just hatched, and one of them is different from all
the others. Isn't it ugly!" "Will it always be like that?" asks
another... Each double spread opens in three dimensions,
allowing young readers to immerse themselves in the story,
and under each flap is a mystery waiting to be uncovered.
One of 6 classic tales cleverly and wittily retold by Philippe
Lechermeier, an award-winning author, and illustrated by
different artists.

FIND OUT MORE
> 20,000 copies of the whole series sold in France
9782075138086 | 2020 | 32 pages
22x17 cm | 12.00 €

Published in Italian
9782075126977 | 2020 | 416 pages
15,5x22,5 cm | 20.50 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Visa Transit
Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Nicolas de Crécy
An autobiographical road
trip and voyage of discovery
through Europe in the wake
of the Chernobyl disaster.

Trotro & Zaza
Visa transit (Tome 1)

TRANSIT VISA
(BOOK 1)
Summer 1986. Nicolas de Crécy and his cousin, both in
their early 20s, rescue an old Citroën Visa, fill it with books
(they won't read), load it up with two sleeping bags and
lots of cigarettes, and set out on a road trip... without any
planned destination—so long as it takes them as far from
home as possible. On it, they learn as much about themselves as they do about the world.
In the first of a 3-volume series, de Crécy reveals a new
facet of his talent with watercolors of staggering beauty,
linework of unique sensitivity, and subtle shadings of mood.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages: Italian, Dutch, Czech

FIND OUT MORE
> Geographical Comics Prize

Children's Books

Benedicte Guettier
Follow the adventures
of Trotro and his little
sister Zaza.

Trotro et Zaza à la crèche

TROTRO
AND ZAZA
AT DAYCARE
Zaza is happy to go to daycare. She likes Nini, the woman
who takes care of the children, and she can play all day
long with her friend Dédé. She also helps to set the table
and learns how to eat without getting mashed potato in
Dédé’s hair. And it’s fun when they all have a nap together
after lunch. When Daddy comes to pick her up, she almost
wishes she could stay with Nini… but her big brother, Trotro,
is at home! With untearable paper and a padded cover, this
series is specially designed for little hands.
Giboulées | 9782075125987 | 2020
20 pages | 16,5x16,5 cm | 5.50 €

Gallimard BD | 9782075130936 | 2019
136 pages | 21x28 cm | 22.00 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Alma
Young Adult

Manon Fargetton
A brilliant novel full
of psychological insight
into the invisible links
that unite people.

A quoi rêvent les étoiles ?

WHAT DO
THE STARS
DREAM OF?
Titouan won’t leave his room. Alix dreams of the theatre.
Luce is inconsolable since the death of her husband.
Gabrielle values her freedom too much to have a relationship. Armand has built his entire life around his daughter. Five characters separated by their unique solitudes. But
when an unknown number appears on their phones, their
fates become intertwined. "Luck, destiny, alignment of the
planets? Call it whatever you want, I call it magic."
9782075147149 | 2020 | 400 pages
15,5x22,5 cm | 17.00 €

Young Adult

Timothée de Fombelle
François Place
(illustrator)
The new novel from
the bestselling author
Timothée de Fombelle!

Alma, le vent se lève

WHEN
THE WIND RISES
(BOOK 1)
1786. When her little brother suddenly disappears, 13-yearold Alma sets out to find him, leaving behind her family and
the African valley that had protected her from the outside
world. At the same time, in the port of Lisbon, Joseph Mars,
a young French orphan in search of a vast hidden treasure,
stows away aboard a slave ship called La Douce Amélie.
As they cross the stormy Atlantic, the quests of Alma and
Joseph become fatefully intertwined.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 4 languages: English, German,
Italian, Turkish
9782075139106 | 2020 | 400 pages
15,5x22,5 cm | 18.00 €
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Gallimard Jeunesse
Children's Books

Le défi de Youlan

YOULAN’S
CHALLENGE
In the Yangtze River Valley lives Youlan, a boy with boundless
energy. One day he sets out to meet Master Chin Long, who
is said to be able to cut through a mountain with his bare
hand. This quest will be the beginning of many surprises
for Youlan!

FIND OUT MORE
> 1,500 copies sold in France

Tian

9782075107075 | 2020 | 28 pages
19x26 cm | 13.00 €

Youlan is full of energy,
and the world he discovers
is full of surprises.
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